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To describe the mass spectrum of hadi-onic ground states, it is actually 
necessary to define two quantities: the scale of hadronic masses and the 
scale of spin-spin splitting. Then the hadron spectrum is almost repro
duced by using the SU1(3) symmetry. This is the reason for success of 
most models of hadrons. However, there exist more subtle effects such as, 
for example, electromagnetic mass differences (EMD) or the mass spec
trum of excited and exotic states which as a whole are a good base to select 
the most adequate approach to the phenomenology of strong interaction 
at low energies. 

At present, the possibility of determination of the isospin symmetry 
, violation of light quark masses and their condensates is widely discussed 
· within different approaches [1]-[7]. Mainly, the interest in this problem 
is based on the nec~ssity to relate the isotopic symmetry violation on 
the level of hadrons to the differences of some intimate QCD parameters: 
masses and condensates of light quarks. This fotriguing problem is· well 
known for many years and is due to the absence of quantitative under
standing of the QCD at low energies. During the past decade the data 
for hadron mass differences have become much more accurate [8]. For the 
joined treatment of the hadron masses and their ioospin splittings based 
on QCD inspired approaches (QCD sum rules, Quark models) the impor
tant question is to determine, from the hadron spectrum, the magnitudes 
of isospin symmetry violation in the light quark masses and condensates. 

Another point is that. the isospin symmetry breaking effects are tightly 
related with charge symmetry breaking phenomena. in nudear physics. 
Understanding of the latter is very important for a more profound view 
on strong interaction forces (9]. _ 

On the one hand, EMD are just of electromagnetic na.ture (in the 
presence of strong interaction) a.nd, in principle, calculable in terms of 
what is known. On the other ha.nd, the effects that strong interaction 
creates can perhaps be avoided by using adequate approaches in calcu
lations (e.g. Quark models, QCD sum rules, Lattice QCD). The mass 
differences between members of the same iso~pin multiplet a.re due to two 
reasons: the proper electromagnetic interaction between different quarks 
in a hadron, AEem, and the self-interaction of the quarks themselves. 
The last one produces a difference between u- and d- quark masses, 
Am = mc1 - m,., which results in the dependence of the strong interaction 
potential, AEatrong, and quark kinetic energy, fl.Ekin, on Am. 

A consistent consideration of the electromagnetic interaction of quarks 
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in the presence of° strong interaction is possible within the relativistic 
bag model {10, 11]. It allows, in principle, to calculate the self-energy 
interaction and determine the u- and d- quark masses as the poles of 
the quark propagator in the bag. However, this problem is not fully solved 
yet {12]. So, we shall calculate the interactions between quarks with the 
value of the quark mass difference fixed by fitting to the experimental 
values of EMD. 

In {13], in the framework of,the MIT bag model [11], the electromag
netic interaction between different quarks in ground state hadrons, D.Ee~, 
has been calculated. It has been shown that EMD are much more sensitive 
to quark~quark wave function correlations than the masses and magnetic 
moments of hadron ground states and are a strong testing of the model. 
Further in [14], the dependence of the one-gluon exchange potential, l:lE
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on quark masses has been taken into account. The u - d quark mass dif
ference has been estimated, D.m ~ 4 Me V. It agrees with the current 
algebra estimation (15]. In [16], the effects of instantons and quark con
densates on isomultiplet mass splitting of baryons has been considered. It 
has been shown that these contributions systematically improve the re
sults for E and B baryons. The important role of instantons for baryon 
octet splittings has been noted in [17], too. 

In the present paper, we shall consider the isospin mass splittings of 
low - lying hadrons and obtain estimations of the isospin violation in quark 
masses and condensates. To this end, we shall use the version of the bag 
model based on the idea that the interaction of hadron constituents with 
background vacuum fields in the bag plays the dominant role (18] . It 
has been shown that the spin - dependent forces are determined by the 
interaction of quarks with instantons {short - range vacuum fluctuation) 
[18]-[20], while the stability { confinement forces) is due to their iµterac
tion with condensates (long - wave vacuum fluctuation) [18, 21]. This 
nonperturbative interaction between quarks strongly depending on quark 
masses defines the spectroscopy of the ground states of hadrons. The re
sults· obtained agree well with the experimental ones. In addition to the 
assumption made in [16], we shall take into account the center - of- masses 
and gluon condensate corrections to hadron masses and allow the SU{2) 
violation of light quark condensates. 

The main assumption of the model that the interaction of quarks and 
gluons localized in the bag (thus at effectively small distances) with back
ground QCD vacuum fields defines the _hadron structure is analogous to 
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the QCD sum rule ideas (22, 23]. In the latter case the correlator of hadron 
currents is a nonlocal object selecting the lowest hadron states. Here, one 
also suggests implicitly that local sources do not perturb the properties of _ 
physical vacuum, i.e. the values of quark and gluon qmdensates. In our 
case the extended bag plays a role similar to a current correlator within 
the.QCD sum rule. 

Let us consider the total energy difference between two members of a 
multiplet. It is given by the expression: 

l:lM = { D.E - 6. < p2 > } Etot 
tot tot 2E M tot tot 

{1) 

with: 
D.Etot = D.Ekin + 6.Eem + D.Estrong, (2) 

and 

6.Estrong = D.Evac + 6.Einst + D.Egl• 

where Mtot is a hadron mass, Mlot = E;0t- < P 2 >, with center - of -
mass motion correction < P 2 > taken into account [24], l:lE
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the QCD hyperfine interaction of quarks inside a bag, and D.Evac and 
D.Einst are due to the interaction of quarks with vacuum fields. 

Detailed calculations of the contributions 6.Eem, D.Ekin and LlE
9
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have been carried out in [13, 14]. These contributions for two members A 
and B of a multiplet are given by the expressions: 

l u,d,a _ 

6.E1:;n = R L(Nf - Nf)w(m;R), 
i 

(3) 

u,d,8 

D.E91 = :~ L(Nj-N;~)M~{I91(m;R;m;R), 
i>j 

(4) 

u,d,a 
a~ A B ;· 

D.Eem = R LJ(N;; -N;;)Me:,Jem(m;R,m;R), 
i>j 

(5) 

where N; is the number of light quarks of the flavour i in the hadron, N;; 
is the number of light quark pairs in a hadron, m; is the current quark 
mass, w; is the mode frequency, Mii are averaged over the hadron state 
( color -) spin operator, I are strengths and a are couplings for gluon and 
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photon interactions, respectively. (Our definition of a. differs from that 
used in [11] by factor 4 and corresponds to the standard definition used 
in QCD.) 

It is important that in the framework of the bag model ,LlEem is cal
culated explicitly, with no free parameters. Contrary to the bag model, 
these v~lues have been not determined within the QCD sum rules [3, 4] 
and so this method is not completely self - consistent in the determination 
of isotopic hadron mass differences. 

The contributions, .LlE., .. c and LlEinat, are discussed in detail in [18]. 
The first term is caused by the interaction of quarks with low - frequency 
vacuum fields which gives the confinement of quarks. The interaction 
Lagrangian is expressed by: _ 

• +-+ • +-+ 

LlC""c = 2 • - 2 • ,, 
[q(x)0v(x)](2 8 -m)Q(x) + Q(x)( 2 {) -m)[q(x)0v(x)] + 

+ 
.X" 

gq(x)"Y"2 q(x)A:(x)0v(x), (6) 

Here the anticommuting external quark field Q and external gauge field 
A:(x) are the vacuum solution of QCD equations parametrized by the 
values of their condensates, and the localized quark field q( x) · is given by 
the solution of the Dirac equation in a static spherical cavity of radius R; 
the function 0v ( x) defines the volume V of the bag. Expression ( 6) follows 
directly from the QCD (bag) Lagrangian by singling a vacuum component 
out of the quark field:· \JJ(x) = q(x)0v(x) + Q(x) in analogy with the 
procedure used in the QCD sum rule technique [22]. It is supposed that 
these components weakly correlate with each other (see the discussion on 
hierarchy of vacuum and constituent fields in [18]c). 

Vacuum condensate induced corrections to the hadron mass are cal
culated by using the stationary perturbation theory with the interaction 
Lagrangian (6). The resulting formulas are: 

(

u,d,a ) 

E~~ = - ~ NiA?Q < 0IQiQil0 > R2 + ... , (7) 

EGG - (~ N.-A9G) < 01°·a" G"""I0 >If+ vcic - ~ a a 1r· µ11 •··, 

I 

(8) 
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with 

AQQ ...:. ~ (wi + miR)
2
wi 

i -12{l[2wi(wi-l)+miR]' 

2 

A9G = l!._1GG(m·R) 
I 144 1 

I 

where < 0IQiQil0 > is the quark condensate of the i-th flavour, 
< 01ia:.,G"""I0 > is the gluon cond«';_nsate, Wj = (el +m~ R2

)
1

/
2 is the one 

- particle frequency, and {i is determined from the solution of the equation 
originating from the bag boundary condition: 

tan{i = {i/[1- miR- (el+ m~R2
)

112
], (9) 

JGG(miR) is a function of masses with, for instance, JGG(0) = 0.124 and 
JGG(m.R = 1.1) = 0.130. The calculations of ECJQ and EGG are car
ried out in a fixed - point gauge [23]. Dots in (7) and (8) mean the 
contributions of condensates of higher dimensions which are numerically 
suppressed [18]. 

From (7) in the first order of expansion in the small quark mass 

parameter mq and the difference 'Y = <DD: UC!~ UU >, ('Y < 0), we 
obtain an increase of the hadron mass by: 

LlEvac = - 2 QQ ~ N 1r N }-
- < UU > R {B _ ~ imi + 24({o _ 1) d'Y 

i_= u,d 

+ < 0 •a2 > IfBGG ~ N·m· ~ i ,,. 
7r . d 

i = u, 

(10) 

where jJQQ = (~) ~ 0.202 Gev-1 and 
q mq = 0 

BGG = (at:0
) ~ 0.0098 Gev-1 • 

q mq = 0 
Many - particle interactions have in principle a small - distance char

acter and may be approximated by the effective. t 'Hooft. interaction (25] 
induced by the high - frequency part of gluon field vacuum fluctuations, 
small-size instantons. In the instanton vacuum model [26, 27] it is ex
pressed by [18]: 

i=u,d,a , 
3 

LlC!! = L nc(k:k;){iziRqiLiJ;Rq;L[l+32Ai•AJ(l+3u•u)]+(R+-+L)} 
i>j 

(11) 
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where the coupling 
47rpb~ 

k; = -3 (mTpc) (12) 

characterizes the interaction strength of a quark of flavor i with an in
stanton and is proportional to the instanton volume, nc is the instanton 
density in the QCD vacuum related to the vacuum energy density, C:QCD, 

by CQCD = 2nc, nc = ft < 01ia:,,aaµv10 >, Pc is an effective size of an 

instanton in the QCD vacuum, qR,L = ½(I± 15)q, m; = m; - ¾7r2p~ < 
0 I Q;Q; I 0 > is the effective mass of the quark with current mass m; 

in physical vacuum [26]. An effective mass takes into account long-range 
field correlations in the instanton vacuum. The term (R - L) in (11) 
corresponds to the interaction through an anti-instanton. The Lagrangian 
(11) is written for qq-interaction in the SU1(2) flavor sectors of the com
plete SU1(3) theory. Selection of SU1(2) corresponds to the case when 
two of quarks are exchanged by a hard instanton fluctuation and a quark 
of the third flavour interacts with soft vacuum condensate. For the qq -
system one should change in (11) operators of one of quarks 

Aq - -,\'=-T 
q ' 

- -T aq - -aq. 

In the recent paper [28] D. Klabucar analyzes the octet baryon mass 
spectrum in the framework of the MIT bag model with instanton induced 
interaction. He finds that the instanton contributions to hadron masses are 
less than 5 Me V and, therefore, completely negligible. This conclusion 
is in strong contradiction with the results of works [18, 20] and can be 

traced to illegal inclusion of the one - particle part, .6.L!!!t ex if.;q; , of 
the instanton interaction into the calculation of hadron masses. This 
potentially large contribution is suppressed then by choosing a very small 
value of the package factor f, f = 11"

2ncp4 (one thirtieth of a standard 
value [27]). Then the contribution of .6.L!!!t is at the level of several 

MeV and that of .6.Lf!!t is even much less. However, the inclusion of 
.6.L!!!t being correct in the case of a quark in .the background vacuum 
field [26] is to be double counting procedure within the bag model. As 
it is truly noted in [28] within the nonrelativistic quark model [20] the 
one - particle term .6.Lf!!t is effectively taken into account as a part of a 
constituent quark mass and thus it does not appears explicitly. But the 
same occurs within the relativistic bag mode! where the constituent mass 
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results from the bag boundary conditions: mq - m~0nst = Jm~ + e2 R2
• 

The bag boundary conditions take already into account quark dressing by 
the vacuum "µiedium". · That is why in [28] there is no more place for 
insta.ntons and that is why we do not include the one - particle term into 
our considerations. 

In the first order in small u, d quark masses and condensate difference 
we obtain from (11) the hadron energy increase resulting from instantons 

E<o•> (h) 2 . 
inst """' 211" '- 2 .6.Einst = mo { _ Lt _N;.mi - T'Nda < 0IUUI0 > Pc}, (13) 

i = u,d 

where N;. is the number of light - strange scalar diquarks in a hadron, h, 
m0 is an effective mass of a quark with a zero current mass and Ef:.i( h) 
is the instanton correction. for these diquarks calculated with the static 
spherical cavity wave functions 

Ef:.i(h) = - < hl.6.Lf~stlh >. (14) 

The values of Ef:at(h) for members of hadron multiplets are the fol
lowing: 

Ef:.t( 7r) = 0, Ef:.t(K) = - ~, (15) 

Ef:.t(N) = 0, Ef:st(~) = Ef:stC~) = -
2

~ (i,\gs + },\t)' 
where .\L = nck!kFf,; with l for spin of a diquark and integrals are 

3 11 [Pifi·RH·R ~; = -
4 

N'f N] dx x
2 l +-2_- 1 + -.-1_-jo(eix)jo(ejx)+ 

7l" 0 ~ ~ • . 

l 
2 

m·R mjR 
+ ✓I - 1 .✓! - . i1(e-x)j1(e ·x) 

Wi Wj i J 

I~-,,, 
1 11 · [MfiH-·R 2 2 · 2 mi J . . • = --N-N- dx X l + .-.- 1- --. Jo(e-x)J1(e·x)-
4w z J O . w; . w; i 1 . 

· m·R m·R ✓I - ~; ✓I+~; i,({;x)j0 ({jx) l 
2 
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_Ni is the normali~ation of the wave function of a quark with mass m;: 

N;- 2 = ji(e;)[2w;(w; - I)+ m;R]/w;(w; - m;R). 

e; is a root of the equation (9). We should note that the contribution to 
a vector diquark results from the inequality of quark masses and is very 
small as compared to the scalar diquark integral even on the scale of a 
strange quark mass. 

Due to the determinant character of instanton induced quark interac
tion (11), for members of the meson vector nonet and baryon decouplet 
the corrections (14) are equal to zero. This selection rule comes from the 
fact that the instanton mechanism of interaction within a hadron takes 
place only if two quarks are in the state with zero total spin (plus color 
spin), the scalar diquark. 

The results of calculations are presented in Table I. The numbers in 
Table I correspond to the parameters of the QCD vacuum: 

< 0IUUI0 >= -(221 Me V)3
, 

< 0l 08
G2 j0 >= 0.031 GeV4, 

7r 
P

2 = I G V:.. 2 
C e I 

the differences of u and d quark masses ( mu = 5 Me V) 

md - mu = 3.5 MeV, 

and their condensates 

=<DD> - < UU > = _2 _ 
10

_3 _ 

'l · < UU > 

(16) 

(I 7) 

(18) 

In our calculations we take the values ms = 200 Me V, · as = 0.4 and 

o = < SS > - < UU > = -0.I. We should note that the reduction of 
<UU> 

~mq, as compared with [14], is due to the center - of - mass motion effects 
(1). 

We use the value of the quark condensate which agrees with the stan
dard one [23]: < 0IUUI0 >= -(225 ± 25 MeV)3• The value of the gluon 
condensate is close to a recent estimation extracted from the two loop fit 
of charmonium data [31]: < 0l%1G2 I0 >= o·.021 GeV4 which is almost 
twice as the standard one [23]. The interaction with the condensates re
semble the one - particle contribution to a quark mass due to long-range 
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fluctuations of vacuum medium and for the proton state this increase is 
approximately equal to ~m~ac ~ 270 MeV. On the other hand, the value. 
of the instanton quark-quark interaction strength is sensitive to the ratio 
of quark and gluon condensates, (11), (12), and provides a large negative 
contribution to the proton energy, ~Ef.?8 t ~ -210 MeV. 

The value of p~ that we use in this paper is slightly less than obtained 
in the instanton liquid model [27, 29]. It leads to a lower value of an 
effective ( chiral) mass parameter m0 ~ 70 Me V. This causes two effects: 
large instanton contributions to the EMD of baryon the octet due to the 
1/m0 dependence of these differences and a more stronger suppression 
of instanton interaction in the light - strange diquark: m0/m; ~ 0.3 as 
compared with m0/m; ~ 0.6 in [27]. Small values of p~ and m0 are 
characteristic of the chiral phase in the framework of the confining QCD 
vacuum model developed•in [32]. 

Another important vacuum parameter is a packing fraction character
izing the diluteness of instanton vacuum. With our choice of parameters 
it is quite small: 

1r2p4 
f = (2nc)~ ~ 1/50 (19) 

and justifies the one - instanton approximation used. The value of f that 
we use corresponds exactly to the one obtained in the Monte Carlo lattice 
calculations [33]. 

We now turn to the discussion of EMD. There are two exceptional 
EMD,combinations which depend only on the electromagnetic term tl.Eem 
thus being sensitive only to the bag radius. They are the I = 2 part of the 
E- and the 7r mass differences: I;+ +E- -2E0 = 1.71 ±0.15 MeV, 1r±-
1r0 = 4.59 ± 0.05 Me V ( this is valid for p± - p0

, too, bttt its experimental 
value is not well defined). The first one is satisfied in the range of bag 
radii R = 5 ~ 6 Ge v-1 , which confirms a good and self - consistent 
description of the mass scales of the baryon octet arid splittings within 
it. From Table I. we see that the bag stability radius, R = 5.6 Ge v-1 , 

belongs to this interval and E+ + E- - 2E0 = 1. 71 Me V in fine agreement 
with experimental value. As to the pion, due to large negative instanton 
and c.m. energy contributions, it has no radius of bag stability. This 
is a signal of the Goldstone nature of the pion in our model. As it has 
previously been pointed out [18], the effects of relativism and multiparticle 
structure of the pion wave function are urgently necessary to describe the 
pion within the bag model. 
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Given a typical bag radius and due to the absence of instanton contri-

bution, the p - n mass difference (p - n = 1.3 Me V) is mainly defined by 
. the sum of the electromagnetic energy term, AEem, and the kinetic energy 

· term, fl.Ekin• The latter directly depends on the u - d-quark mass dif-
ference. We could obtain the experimental value precisely by fitting D..m~ 
with an accuracy of 0.01 MeV. However, we think that the calculations 
with such a high accuracy can not be made within the bag model approach. 
Within some uncertainties in the definition of the model parameters, the 
value of Amq is grouped aroun.d 3.5 MeV. 

, Usually, in the bag model there is the problem with the description of 
the I = 1 part of odet splitting. In fact, the bag radius and Am9 fixed 
as above, it is impossible to saturate the Coleman - Glashow relation 
(CG), p--:- n + =.0 - 3-:- = E+ - E:-, only with th~ kinetic energy, fl.Ekin, 

and electromagnetic energy, AEem, contributions. That is, caiheor = 
Ll..Ef;~.+ Ll.EfJ + ... ~ -4.5 Me V while the experimental value is about 
caez ~ -8 MeV. It is important to stress that the color - magnetic 
energy contribution could not save the situation with CG even for the 
large constant a:1'1T = 2.2. " 

· As it has been noted in [16, 17) the I = 1 part of the E- and '2- mass 
differences is essentially due to the instanton ,coptribution that is. propor
tional to the number of strange quarks. It reproduces the term introduced 
phenomenologycally in [13). It is important that these splittings are of the 
same order· as the u-, d- quark mass differences. Then from (13) one 

EOa 
has: Ll.El;.at = ~Amq,·and for typical values for El;.at ~ -70 M~V it 

mo . . 
follows that the effective quark mass m0 is of the.same order as El;.at• This 
ratio requires quite a small value for m0 ~< QQ > p~ and a large value for . a . -
a gluon cond_ensate E;nat ~< 0l¥G2 I0 > / < QQ >2

, (16). The Coleman 
- Glashow relation is satisfied by each contribution separately because, as 
noted above, the bag radii for N, E, 3 are ~ell equal. 4s to the absolute 
value of the left and right sides of this relation, the instanton contributioii 
is very important. From Table I we find p - n+ 3° - 3- = -8.30.MeV 
(-7.7 ±0.6 MeV)ezp and E+ - E- = -8.06 MeV (-8.07 ± 0.09 MeV) in 
excellent agreement with experiment values. 

· Thus, it is shown that the instanton plays the key role in the saturation 
of the CG relation between octet baryon states. In this case, as in the 
case of the dynamical explanation of the Okubo - Zweig - Iizuka rule [34), 
the gluon exchange contributions are very small and, therefore, fro~ the 
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magnitudes of these effects we can clearly judge on the strength of the 
instanton induced interaction. 

The contributions related to the condensate difference are not large, 
act opposite to the first terms in (10), (13) and are poor fixed from 
hadron mass differences. From our analysis we can define only the lower 
bound of 1 : 0 > 1 > -0.003. With a precision of the model and data it 
is difficult to expect for more. 

We have compared the results using linear and quadratic bag model 
formulae. As a rule, the center - of - mass corrections lead to larger bag 
radii, additional corrections to fl.Ekin which partially contribute to the 
CG relation. The main effect of the cent.er of mass motion corrections on 
parameters reduce Amq approximately by 0.5 MeV. 

From Table I we see th_at the interaction induced by instantons gives an 
essential contribution to the isotopic mass differences of hadrons belonging 
to a baryon octet and pseudoscalar mesons. As expected,, the quantita
tive agreement with experimental values for the pseudoscalar oc.tet is not 
entirely satisfactory. As noted above, in the problem of the masses and 
their splittings of the pseudoscalar octet it is necessary to take into ac
count the higher orders in the instanton interaction. Another problem is 
the difference of vector strange mesons !(*+ - /{*0

• This discrepancy be
tween the theoretical prediction and the values from Particle Data looks 
strange because we do not see any large contribution to this difference. We 
hope that more precise experiments on determining the electromagnetic 
differences of vector resonances will clear up the situation. 

At last, we would like to say a few words. about other approaches. 
In [2, 3, 6), the problem concerned has been. discussed within the QCD 
sum rule method. There, the important contribution of the interaction 
with small-size instantons that dominates in the short wavelength region 
of vacuum fluctuations has been missed. However, in our opinion, this 
interaction is of principal importance. It violates the quark additivity, 
specifies spin-spin splitting in the hadron mass spectrum and determines 
the mixing angles in the hadron SU(3)1 multiplets. In [30, 35), it has been 
shown that the consideration of the QCD sum rules for the pion and proton 
confirms the fundamental role of instanton interaction on which the model 
is based. This conclusion is also proved in Lattice QCD calculations [36]. 
Another problem of the QCD sum rules method is to take into account 
the E0 - A mixing [3), the effect of which is negligible within the quark 
model [37]. 
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In summary, we conclude from our results for isospin mass hadron 
differences that md - m,, = 3.5MeV and < DD > ..:._ < UU >= -(0 ~. 
3) · 10-3 < BU >. It would be interesting to consider the D and D* 
isospin mass differences in the framework of the quark model with QCD 
vacuum induced interaction. 
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